Ian Williams
on behalf of
Rugby
School:
Chapel
Doors

Project: Rugby School,
Chapel Doors

Task: External decorations and
repairs to Chapel Doors

Project Details:

Products used:
• AkzoNobel:
• Sikkens Cetol HLS
• Sikkens Cetol Filter 7
• Hammerite Smooth Finish Black

The project involved external works to the main
heritage oak doors of the School Chapel. The
doors which are Grade I Listed, over 200 years
old and located on the main high street in Rugby
had not been decorated for a long time and were
in a state of disrepair.

Client: Rugby School
Background
Set in centre of the market town of Rugby in
Warwickshire, Rugby School is one of the oldest
schools in Britain. Founded in 1567 as a grammar
school for local boys, it has a rich history of
education and sport including owing its name to
Rugby football. Today, it provides first-class
education to over 800 boys and girls between the
ages of 13-18 across a wide range of Grade I and II
Listed Buildings.
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The entire project was delivered by 2 directly
employed Operatives; one multi-skilled Carpenter
and one Painter and Decorator ensuring tight
controls throughout. Project stages including;
1. Full strip back of previous coatings to return
doors to original bare oaks
2. Splicing and repairs to strengthen doors prior to
decoration works
3. Two-coat priming using Sikkens Cetol HLS to
ensure future protection
4. Three-coats of Sikkens Cetol Filter 7 to provide
a smooth finish in line with original heritage status
5. Black Hammerite Smooth Finish to complete
intricate finishing touches to original ironworks
Works required full liaison with the School’s
Estate Management Team and AkzoNobel’s
Senior Technical Support Manager to ensure full
compliance with specification and heritage
requirements.

The Challenges...
Key challenges in this project included:

• Challenging specification: the heritage nature of the doors required the design of a
bespoke specification – including mitigating the effects of a previously applied unsuitable
coating. The doors had been coated before with an opaque finish which needed to be
completely removed to get close to the finish of similar doors at nearby buildings on the
campus
• Occupied live environment: the building was on the high street with a small access path.
We fully barriered the works including health and safety signage and whilst one operative
was undertaking works, the other was safely redirecting and liaising with members of the
public. All barriers were removed at the end of each working day with wet paints
displayed to further minimise disruption
• Working at Height: due to the intricate nature of the works, we used towers rather than
ladders to provide a more stable platform. Both operatives had received PASMA training
and full Working at Heights Risk Assessments and Method Statements formed part of the
site Construction Phase Health and Safety Plan
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For further information
about Ian Williams Limited
and the services we provide,
please contact us.
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Quarry Road
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Bristol BS37 6JL
T 01454 328000
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